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signatures to the death-warrant. The first document was wrongly dated and addressed to two officers who refused to take a hand in the business; those who had signed it might draw back and refuse to put their hand to an amended order. It was safer to change the two names and the date by erasure and substitution. Not for the first time King Charles's enemies resorted to forgers1 methods.
Even so, the list of signatures was a meagre one, and great efforts were made to increase it. When the Restoration came, the captured Regicides were prodigal of stories about the pressure and intimidation under which they acted, especially about Cromwell's brutal insistence. There is little doubt that part of their tale is true, By one means or another, fifty-nine judges, not quite half the original number, were induced to sign the death-warrant.
Tuesday, the soth of January, dawned raw and bitter. The Thames was frozen, and a light snow was sprinkling down; next day it would fall in earnest, enough to make a pall upon the White King's coffin as the little band of devoted Royalists carried him to rest in the plundered chapel at Windsor.
Charles rose early. He had asked Herbert to bring in his pallet-bed and sleep beside him. Herbert told the King he had a strange dream of Laud knocking for admission and conferring with his master. Charles asked Herbert to give him two shirts to wear, lest men should see him shiver with cold and imagine he was afraid. Then Herbert gave place to Juxon, who was alone with the King for an hour. Finally the three of them said the Prayer Book service together. A little before ten Colonel Hacker knocked at the door. The King stepped out into the air, " March apace! " he called out to the soldiers, for it was very cold. Rogue, his spaniel, attempted to follow him on his last journey, but was taken up by a bystander. As the party passed Spring Gardens, Charles pointed out one of the trees and told Juxon that his brother

